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We show that a clean kicked Bose-Hubbard model exhibits a dynamically many-body localized
phase. This phase is characterized by ergodicity breaking persisting in the thermodynamic limit: the
system does not heat up to infinite temperature, whatever the initial state, and the Floquet states
violate eigenstate thermalization. Differently from many-body localization here the entanglement
entropy linearly increases in time. This increase corresponds to space-delocalized Floquet states
which are nevertheless localized across specific subsectors of the Hilbert space: In this way the
system is prevented from randomly exploring all the Hilbert space and does not thermalize.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although the relation between classical chaos and ther-
malization in many-body systems is a very well estab-
lished subject, its quantum counterpart is still mysteri-
ous in many respects. There is a strong evidence that
in thermalizing quantum systems the eigenstates are lo-
cally thermal (Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis –
ETH [1–4]) but it is not possible to predict a priori
if this thermalization occurs. The physical process be-
hind thermalization is different from the classical case
(no more chaotic and ergodic trajectories in phase space
but locally thermal eigenstates), indeed classically ther-
malizing systems can behave in a regular and non-ergodic
way in the quantum regime. An important example is
many-body localization (MBL) where disorder makes a
quantum chaotic and thermalizing system to become in-
tegrable and space-localized [5].
In this work we focus on periodically-driven systems
which have attracted a lot of attention in last years
(see Ref. [6] for a review). In particular, many efforts
have been devoted to understand the effect of quantum
mechanics on energy absorption from the external driv-
ing [7–14]. In this context, an ergodic ”thermalizing”
behaviour coincides with an indefinite heating up: Be-
cause of the absence of energy conservation, thermaliza-
tion can occur only at T =∞. From a classical perspec-
tive, efficient energy absorption occurs when the driving
is resonant with some natural frequencies of the system
and chaos develops around resonances [15–17]. Trajec-
tories diffuse in the chaotic part of the phase space and
this gives rise to energy absorption. Moving to the quan-
tum case, thermalization and energy absorption occur
when the eigenstates of the stroboscopic dynamics (the
Floquet states) obey ETH: They are random delocalized
states, locally equivalent to the T = ∞ thermal ensem-
ble [18, 19], and the level spacing distribution of the cor-
responding eigenvalues (the Floquet quasienergies) is of
the circular-orthogonal-ensemble form [19]. In this con-
text, an important question is understanding when the
quantum-classical correspondence disappears and quan-
tum interference breaks chaos and energy absorption.
The simplest example of this sort is the phenomenon of
dynamical localization [20, 21]. It occurs in the dynamics
of a periodically-kicked single-degree-of-freedom system,
the so-called kicked rotor. Classically this non-integrable
model can show a fully-chaotic behaviour where it ab-
sorbs energy from the driving diffusively in time and
without a bound. Going to the quantum regime, in-
terference deeply affects the energy dynamics: After a
transient the energy absorption is arrested (this is the
reason for the name dynamical localization). A question
arisen in the last years is if it is possible to see dynami-
cal localization in the thermodynamic limit, in homoge-
neous systems where there is no MBL. Research in this
sense has been performed on the many-body version of
the quantum kicked rotor [22]. There, persistence of dy-
namical localization was observed for a finite number of
rotors, but this phenomenon always seemed to disappear
in the thermodynamic limit. There are two examples
of existence of dynamical localization in the thermody-
namic limit (many-body dynamical localization – MBDL)
for non-integrable models, i) in a system which at high
energies tends to an integrable model [23] and ii) in a
kicked Lieb-Liniger gas for states with small initial en-
ergy [24].
Refs. [23, 24] are important steps towards the under-
standing of many-body dynamical localization, however
there are many important aspects of this phenomenon
that need to be clarified. It is not clear if the many-
body dynamical localization occurs whichever is the ini-
tial state. It should be understood if many-body dynam-
ical localization is a phase affecting all the spectrum,
where the Floquet states violate ETH, all of them are
locally non-thermal and then there is no thermalization,
whichever are the initial conditions. It woulds be of great
importance to characterize this form of ergodicity break-
ing from other already known forms, as MBL. It is not
clear if many-body dynamical localization can occur only
in fully non-integrable systems.
Here we address these questions by discussing the
dynamics of a clean periodically-kicked Bose-Hubbard
model which shows clear signatures of dynamical local-
ization in the large-size limit. The system is non linear
and apparently non integrable because there is not any
known extensive set of commuting local integrals of mo-
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2tion. Nevertheless there is a phase where the dynamics is
not chaotic and the system does not heat up to T =∞,
even in the large-size limit. In this regime the overlap
with the initial state shows finite-size revivals at times
linearly scaling with the system size, at variance with
the sudden death observed in the thermalizing case. We
remark that these dynamical behaviours are observed for
different initial conditions, also with a finite initial-energy
density: We check that what we find is a phase affecting
all the spectrum where all the Floquet states break eigen-
state thermalization. We find also that increasing the
kicking strength there is a transition to ETH; this tran-
sition involves the properties of all the Floquet states, so
it is a true eigenstate phase transition [25].
This many-body dynamically localized (MBDL) phase
is different from MBL. We show this by looking at the
properties of entanglement, in particular of the half-
chain entanglement entropy. This quantity increases log-
arithmically in time in the MBL regime, while we see
that it increases linearly in time in the dynamically-
localized case, as it occurs in clean quantum integrable
systems [26, 27]. Entanglement properties are very dif-
ferent also between dynamically-localized and thermaliz-
ing phases. The difference is in the distribution of the
Floquet-states entanglement entropy and in the way its
average and fluctuations scale with the system size. In
the end, we compare our quantum results with those ob-
tained from a classical truncated-Wigner analysis, show-
ing that many-body dynamical localization disappears
as soon as quantum coherence is broken, substituted by
a chaotic and diffusive behaviour. As appropriate for
dynamical localization, this is a purely quantum phe-
nomenon with no classical analog.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we in-
troduce the model we study, the observables we consider
and the methods we use. In Section III we discuss all the
numerical evidences and the system-size scalings lead-
ing us to conclude that there is dynamical localization
and persists in the thermodynamic limit. In particular,
in Sec. III C we discuss the behaviour of the entangle-
ment entropy and we show that it behaves very differ-
ently in the MBDL, in the MBL and in the ETH phase.
It is crucial to distinguish MBDL from MBL, being the
behaviour of local observables similar in the two cases,
and the time-behaviour of entanglement entropy allows
to do that. In Sec. IV we discuss the delocalization prop-
erties of the Floquet states in the Hilbert space in the
dynamically-localized phase. In Sec. V we compare our
results with a truncated-Wigner (TWA) analysis show-
ing the purely quantum nature of dynamical localization
which disappears in the classical limit. In Section VI
we make our conclusions. In the Appendixes we discuss
important technical details.
II. MODEL AND METHODS
A. The model
We consider a periodically-kicked Bose-Hubbard model
Hˆ(t) = Vˆ + δτ (t)Kˆ with
Vˆ ≡ U
2
L∑
j=1
nˆj(nˆj − 1) ,
Kˆ ≡ J
L∑
j=1
(
aˆ†j aˆj+1 + H. c.
)
, (1)
where L is the system size, aˆj are bosonic operators and
nˆj ≡ aˆ†j aˆj are number operators and – using the same
notation as in [17] – δτ (t) =
∑
m δ(t−mτ) is a periodic
delta kicking with period τ . Vˆ is the undriven interac-
tion part of the Hamiltonian, while Kˆ is the hopping part
coupled to the kicking. In the rest of the paper we will
take ~ = 1 and we will fix the period τ = 1 and the
interaction strength U = 1. In order to explore the dif-
ferent dynamical behaviours we will modify the hopping
strength J . It is important to mention that the version of
this model with static hopping (where to δτ (t) is replaced
1) is known to undergo a Kosterlitz-Thouless quantum
phase transition in its ground state, from Mott insulator
to superfluid [28, 29]. Recently the Kibble-Zurek scaling
of excitations has been analyzed for a ramping through
this quantum-phase-transition point [30]. Moreover, the
quench dynamics of this model with static hopping and
disorder has been experimentally analyzed [31, 32].
It is easy to see that the total number of bosons oper-
ator Nˆ ≡∑j nˆj is conserved. Defining the filling factor
ν ≡
〈
Nˆ
〉
/L, it is possible to see that the Hilbert space
dimension is dimH = (L(ν+1)−1L−1 ) (if Lν is an integer). So
we have a finite Hilbert space. This implies that, in or-
der to see if there is thermalization, we have to compare
the behaviour of the observables with a finite T = ∞
value. This simplifies the analysis compared for instance
to Ref. [22] where the T = ∞ condition coincided with
infinite energy and one had to study the energy increase
in time with different truncations of the Hilbert space.
Here we do not need any truncation. In our analysis we
will restrict to the case ν = 1 (one boson per site) and
we will give to the basis of the simultaneous eigenstates
of all the nˆj operators (∀ j) the name “Fock basis” (we
will denote it as {|n〉}). It is immediate to see that this
is also the basis of the eigenstates of the undriven part
of the Hamiltonian Vˆ .
Throughout the work we will consider periodic bound-
ary conditions (unless otherwise specified), so the system
has the translation and the inversion symmetries. There-
fore, choosing initial states invariant under these symme-
try operations, the dynamics restricts to the Hilbert sub-
space HS fully symmetric under these symmetry opera-
tions. This fact restricts the dimension of the interesting
3Hilbert subspace, so we can perform full exact diagonal-
izations for system sizes up to L = 10 (we can also go
beyond using appropriate truncation schemes as we ex-
plain later). In particular, the fully-symmetric subspace
has a value of the dimension smaller than the full Hilbert
space dimension of a factor ∼ 2L (see Appendix A for
more details).
B. Numerical methods
For larger system sizes we can study the dynamics
by resorting to other numerical methods and approx-
imations. The most versatile of such methods is the
Krylov method (implemented in Expokit [33]) which
allows to directly compute the time evolution of a state.
Similarly, we have also used the tDMRG [34] algo-
rithm (implemented through the ITensor Library [35]).
This method is particularly suited to study the dy-
namics from a translationally-invariant product state
when there is a regime of many-body dynamical local-
ization and the entanglement entropy increases linearly
but with a small rate (we will better discuss this point
in Sec. III C). Finally, deep in the localized regime, we
can exploit the fact that a Fock state will evolve in
time to states that are a linear combination of only
relatively few other Fock states. In particular, given
two Fock states |n〉 and |n′〉, we define the distance
∆(n,n′) = minσ
[∑
j
∣∣∣nj − n′σ(j)∣∣∣ /2], with σ denoting
a generic permutation of the L sites. So to study the
dynamics starting from a Fock state |n0〉, we either com-
pute the time evolution or infinite-time averages (see
Sec. II C) working in the Hilbert space spanned by the
set of |n〉 s.t. ∆(n0,n) ≤ ∆T . For the purpose of un-
derstanding how reliable this approximation is we de-
fine the projector ΠB on the border of the truncation
B = Span (|n〉 s.t.∆(n0,n) = ∆T ) and we use its expec-
tation value as an estimate of the error due to the Hilbert
space truncation.
C. Dynamics, quantities and observables
In order to numerically analyze if this system is ther-
malizing or not, we consider the evolution of the undriven
(interacting) part of the Hamiltonian Vˆ (see Eq. (1)). We
define |ψ(0)〉 as the initial state of the dynamics and we
study the unitary dynamics with Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
We focus on discrete stroboscopic times mτ− (just be-
fore each kick). Here the state is given by
|ψ(mτ−)〉 =
[
Uˆ(τ−, 0−)
]m
|ψ(0)〉 (2)
where Uˆ(τ−, 0−) is the time-evolution operator over one
period expressed as
Uˆ(τ−, 0−) = e−iVˆ τe−iKˆ (3)
in terms of the components of the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
We define the stroboscopic expectation of the operator
Vˆ as
V (t) ≡ 〈ψ(t)| Vˆ |ψ(t)〉 with t = mτ− (4)
and we define also the infinite-time stroboscopic average
of this quantity as
V ≡ lim
T→∞
1
T
T∑
m=0
V (mτ−) . (5)
With these ingredients, we can define a quantity showing
if the system thermalizes at infinite time or not. For that
puropose, we start from a suggestion of Ref. [19, 36], and
consider the following quantity
 ≡ V − V (0)
VT=∞ − V (0) . (6)
Here we have defined V (0) ≡ 〈ψ(0)| Vˆ |ψ(0)〉 as the ini-
tial expectation of Vˆ , VT=∞ = 1dimHS TrS
(
Vˆ
)
as the
thermal expectation at T =∞. [53] From one side  = 1
corresponds to T =∞ thermalization (V = VT=∞); from
the other there is MBDL if  tends to a value smaller than
one as the system size is increased (V < VT=∞ going
towards the thermodynamic limit). In the paper we will
use also the stroboscopic instantaneous version of Eq. (6)
defined as
(t) ≡ V (t)− V (0)
VT=∞ − V (0) with t = mτ
− . (7)
When the size is too large and we have to resort to
Krylov or tDMRG (see Sec. II B), we must approximate
the infinite-time average of Eq. (5) with a long (but fi-
nite) time average. On the opposite, when L ≤ 10 we
can use exact diagonalization and apply Floquet theory
to compute the exact value of this quantity. Floquet
theory [37, 38] states that there exists a basis of so-
lutions of the Schro¨dinger equation which are periodic
up to a phase factor. They are obtained as the eigen-
vectors of the time-evolution operator over one period
Eq. (3), Uˆ(τ−, 0−) |φα〉 = e−iτµα |φα〉. The eigenvectors
|φα〉 are the Floquet states and the factors µα in the
phases are the corresponding quasienergies. We can ex-
pand the time-evolved state Eq. (2) in the Floquet basis
as |ψ(mτ−)〉 = ∑αRαe−imτµα |φα〉 (Rα ≡ 〈φα| ψ(0)〉)
and substitute this expansion in Eq. (5). Assuming that
there are no degeneracies in the Floquet spectrum (as
it is the case when both U and J are nonvanishing and
we have restricted to the fully-symmetric subspace), per-
forming the infinite time-average kills all the oscillating
off-diagonal terms [19] and we get the Floquet-diagonal-
ensemble average [7]
V =
∑
α
|Rα|2Vα with Vα ≡ 〈φα| Vˆ |φα〉 . (8)
4The Floquet states and the expectations Vα will play an
important role in our subsequent analysis. It will be rele-
vant to study their localization properties in the basis of
the eigenstates of the undriven part of the Hamiltonian,
in order to do that we will consider the Inverse partici-
pation ratio [39] of a Floquet state in this basis, defined
as
IPRα =
∑
n
| 〈n |φα〉 |4 . (9)
Another important quantity we will study is the half-
chain entanglement entropy [40], in order to explore the
entanglement properties of the Floquet states and of the
time-evolved state. Given a state |ψ〉 and a bipartition of
the system in two subsystems, A and B, each L/2-sites
long, the half-chain entanglement entropy is defined as
SL/2 = −TrA[ρˆA log ρˆA] with ρˆA = TrB [|ψ〉 〈ψ|] .
(10)
SL/2 = −TrA[ρˆA log ρˆA] with ρˆA = TrB [|ψ〉 〈ψ|] .
(11)
For reader’s convenience, we summarize some of the main
notation used in the paper in Table I.
III. EVIDENCES FOR MANY-BODY
DYNAMICAL LOCALIZATION
A. Energy dynamics
In this section we are going to show to the reader
all the numerical evidences supporting the existence of
many-body dynamical localization. The first quantity
we focus on is  defined in Eq. (6). First of all, let us
take as initial state the uniform tensor product |ψ(0)〉 =
|n1 = 1〉 ⊗ |n2 = 1〉 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |nL = 1〉 and study the de-
pendence of  on L in Fig. 1. When J is small enough
(J . 0.05),  reaches a value much smaller than 1, there-
fore very far from the thermal T = ∞ value. Moreover,
for L ≤ 15 this is an infinite-time average (with a trunca-
tion for L > 10), so it is really a dynamical localization
and not a prethermal behaviour. Although for L > 10
the averages are over a finite (but long) time, it would be
very strange that a prethermal behaviour started setting
from a certain size on, at least we are not aware that
this phenomenon has ever been observed in the litera-
ture. In Appendix D we consider a different initial state
and we see the same behaviour of  versus L; this fact
strongly suggests that what we see is not a low-energy
phenomenon but a property involving all the spectrum.
This picture is corroborated by the analysis of the dis-
tributions of Vα defined in Eq. (8). First of all, let us
show to the reader the behaviour of the distributions of
Vα and log Vα in a thermalizing case and in a case show-
ing dynamical localization (see Fig. 2). In the former
0 5 10 15 20
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FIG. 1.  versus L for small J , notice the fast convergence to a
value much smaller than the thermal T =∞-value T=∞ = 1.
Data up to L = 10 are obtained through exact diagonaliza-
tion in the full Hilbert space. The truncation distance ∆T
employed beyond L = 10 is indicated in the legend. For
points computed using an Hilbert space truncation, the error
bar denotes the average value of the expectation of the pro-
jector ΠB. For ∆T = 3 and L > 15 and ∆T = 4 and L > 12,
we have employed Krylov method. When we use this method,
we average V¯ over the first 2000 kicks.
case (upper panel) we have what we expect from eigen-
state thermalization: a smooth distribution which gets
narrower and narrower around the T = ∞ value as the
system size is increased. In the latter case, we find some-
thing very different. We have large distributions which
stay large as the system size is increased (later we will
clarify what do the spikes mean).
A more quantitative analysis and an extrapolation to
the thermodynamic limit is possible considering the scal-
ing with L of the quantity
δ ≡ | 〈V 〉 − exp 〈log V 〉 | . (12)
We expect to see a very different scaling in case of ther-
malization and in case of dynamical localization. In the
former case there should be ETH and all the Floquet
states should behave locally as the T = ∞ density ma-
trix (typicality), up to fluctuations vanishing in the ther-
modynamic limit. Therefore, the Vα-distribution should
become more and more narrow as the system size in-
creases: In the thermodynamic limit L → ∞, the mean
of Vα must equal the exponential of the mean of log Vα
and then δ should scale to 0. On the opposite, in the
case of dynamical localization, the distributions stay very
large: if we see that δ does not scale to 0 with the in-
creasing system size but tends to a finite value, we can
be sure that there is dynamical localization in the large-
L limit. We study this scaling in Fig. 3 and the results
are remarkable. For J & 0.15 we can see that δ starts
scaling to 0 with L at some point and this is an expo-
nential scaling: in the thermodynamic limit we will see
5V (0) Expectation of the operator Vˆ [Eq. (1)] over the initial state |ψ(0)〉.
V (t) Expectation of Vˆ over the time-evolving state at stroboscopic times (t = mτ−) [see Eq. (4)].
V Time average of V (t) over infinite stroboscopic time [see Eqs. (5) and (8)].
 Parameter for diagnostics of T =∞-heating [see Eq. (6)].
(t) Stroboscopic instantaneous version of  [see Eq. (7)].
Vα Expectation of Vˆ over the Floquet state |φα〉 [see Eq. (8)].
δVα Fluctuation of Vˆ over the Floquet state |φα〉 [see Eq. (14)].
HS Hilbert subspace fully symmetric under the system symmetries [see Sec. II A].
〈(· · · )〉 ≡ 1
dimHs
∑dimHs
α=1 (· · · )α Average over the Floquet states.
std(· · · ) = [〈(· · · )〉2 − 〈(· · · )2〉]1/2 Standard deviation over Floquet states.
OT=∞ ≡ 1dimHs Tr[Oˆ] Expectation over the infinite-temperature density matrix of an operator Oˆ.
TABLE I. A summary of some of the main notations used in the paper.
ETH and thermalization. For J . 0.05 there is no scaling
to 0, on the opposite δ attains a finite value and bends
upwards (lower panel of Fig. 3). Up to L = 10 the sys-
tem is dynamically localized and this is a property of all
the Floquet spectrum, not only of some specific initial
states. For sure we cannot exclude from these data that
the curves for J . 0.05 start bending downwards from
L = 11 onward but unfortunately our numerics cannot
bring us further.
B. Overlap
Another piece of evidence comes from the behaviour in
time of the overlap with the initial state |〈ψ(0)| ψ(t)〉|2.
There is a strong difference between the dynamically-
localized case (upper panel of Fig. 4) and the thermaliz-
ing case (lower panel of Fig. 4). In the former case there
is a very clear and strong finite-size revival at a time lin-
early increasing with the system size. (The revival time
is the time of the second maximum and we plot it versus
L in the upper panel of Fig. 5). Moreover, the overlap
stays near to 1, marking the fact that the state of the sys-
tem is localized in the Hilbert space and does not move
so much from its initial value. In the latter thermalizing
case, the overlap decays to a value exponentially small in
the system size and never rises up. We can see the expo-
nential decay with the system size of the time-averaged
overlap in the lower panel of Fig. 5: The system now is
very delocalized in the Hilbert space (whose dimension is
exponentially large in the system size). This difference of
behaviour is strongly reminiscent of the Loschmidt echo
which Peres found to show similarly different properties
in time in integrable and chaotic few-degree-of-freedom
cases [41] (our definition of the overlap is not very differ-
ent from the Loschmidt echo). In Appendix D we show
that, with a different initial state, the overlap behaves
in the same way in each case, remarking the robustness
of the many-body dynamical localization to the initial
state.
C. Entanglement entropy
Our numerical evidences show the existence of a non-
thermal behaviour which persists as the system size is in-
creased and is very different from the thermalizing one.
In what this phenomenon is different from many-body
localization (MBL)? In order to address this question we
discuss in the following the behaviour of the entangle-
ment entropy Eq. (11). A smoking gun of the many-body
localization is just the behaviour of this entropy. In the
time domain it increases logarithmically [42–44], at vari-
ance with clean-integrable [27] and thermal [45] systems
where the entanglement entropy increases linearly in time
(up to an extensive saturation value). Looking at the sin-
gle eigenstates, the entanglement entropy in MBL obeys
area law with strong fluctuations (see for instance [46])
while in the thermalizing case it obeys volume law [47]
and the fluctuations are small, being all the eigenstates
of the dynamics thermal.
All these findings are true for autonomous spin
chains, but they have also been extended to driven spin
chains [18, 36, 48, 49], to autonomous systems with
a finite-dimensional local Hilbert space (as clock mod-
els [50]) and to the static Bose-Hubbard chain with dis-
order, form a theoretical [51, 52] and an experimental [32]
point of view.
We first study the difference between MBDL and ther-
malization by considering the half-chain entanglement
entropy of the Floquet states. For each |φα〉 the corre-
sponding entanglement entropy SαL/2 is obtained through
Eq. (11). First of all we consider the qualitative appear-
ance of the distributions as we can see in Fig. 6. Here we
can clearly see that the distribution of the fully thermal-
izing case (J = 0.5) is very peaked around the T = ∞
value (as appropriate for ETH) while the one for the dy-
namically localized case (J = 0.01) is very large. We
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FIG. 2. Upper panel, distribution of Vα/L for a thermaliz-
ing case (J = 0.5). Lower panel, distribution of Vα/L for a
dynamically localized case (J = 0.01).
show also the boundary value between the two conditions
(J = 0.15, found from the results in Fig. 3) and we see
that it is not so different from the dynamically-localized
one. It is indeed important to do a scaling to clearly dis-
tinguish the two conditions. We first consider the scaling
of
〈
SL/2
〉
, the average of the distribution (Fig. 7) and
we see that it increases linearly with the system size, in
all the clean cases we are considering. So, in average
the Floquet states obey volume law in both conditions
(in the dynamically localized case the coefficient of lin-
ear increase is nevertheless smaller). In order to clearly
perceive the difference between the two phases, we have
to consider the scaling of std(SL/2)/L, the standard de-
viation of SαL/2 divided by L. We need this normalization
because we want to consider the relative fluctuations with
respect to an average which linearly scales with L. We
perform this scaling in Fig. 8 and we see a difference be-
tween the two phases as strong as the one observed in
Fig. 3. While in the thermal case the relative fluctua-
tions scale to 0 with increasing L (and scale exponen-
tially fast) in agreement with ETH and typicality, in the
dynamically-localized case they attain a finite value. So,
2 4 6 8 10
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FIG. 3. Dependence on L of δ ≡ | 〈V 〉 − exp 〈log V 〉 |. Notice
the exponential scaling to 0 when J & 0.15 (upper panel),
which marks thermalization for large L, and the bending up-
wards for J . 0.03 (lower panel) which is an evidence for
MBDL.
the entanglement distributions are different also in the
thermodynamic limit. In particular, in the dynamically
localized phase there is no eigenstate thermalization and
the non-thermal behaviour persists for large L.
Now we move to study the difference between MBDL
and MBL by studying the behaviour in time of the half-
chain entanglement entropy SL/2(t) for t = nτ
− (we put
|ψ(nτ−)〉 in Eq. (11)). We see that it increases linearly
in time until it saturates to an asymptotic value linear in
the system size and much smaller than the thermal one
(see Fig. 9). This behaviour is very similar to the case
of integrable driven systems [26]. We can see, moreover,
that the half-chain entanglement entropy obeys a finite-
size scaling law SL/2(t) ∼ Lf(t/L) with limx→∞ f(x)
finite and order 1. This linear increase behaviour of the
entropy is deeply different from the MBL one, where the
entanglement entropy logarithmically increases in time.
We can see the difference also in our system by adding
disorder and inducing MBL. We put disorder in the form
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FIG. 4. Overlap dynamics in a MBDL case (upper panel –
J = 0.01) and a thermalizing case (lower panel – J = 0.5).
of a disordered chemical potential (as in [32, 52]); the
new Hamiltonian is
Hˆdis(t) = Hˆ(t) +
∑
j
µj nˆj , (13)
where H(t) is given by the formula in Eq. (1) and µj is
a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval
[−W,W ]. We consider SL/2(t) averaged over Nreal disor-
der realizations. When the disorder amplitude W is large
enough, we find logarithmic increase of entanglement en-
tropy (upper panel of Fig. 10), at variance with the linear
increase of the MBDL case. Although the behaviour of
the entanglement entropy is very different, the behaviour
of V (t) is non-thermalizing in both cases. We show this
fact in the lower panel of Fig. 10 where we plot (t) av-
eraged over the Nreal disorder realizations and we see
that after a transient it oscillates slightly and irregularly
around a value much smaller than one, as appropriate
for the absence of T =∞ thermalization, as appropriate
for the absence of T = ∞ thermalization. So, it is very
important to consider the behaviour of entanglement in
order to distinguish MBL from many-body dynamical lo-
calization.
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FIG. 5. (Upper panel) Scaling of the revival time trev with the
system size in a MBDL case (J = 0.01). (Lower panel) Ex-
ponential decay of the time-averaged overlap with the system
size in a thermalizing case (J = 0.5).
FIG. 6. Distribution of SαL/2 for different values of J and
L = 10.
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FIG. 7. Floquet-state average
〈
SL/2
〉
versus L for different
values of J .
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FIG. 8. Floquet-state standard deviation std(SL/2)/L versus
L for different values of J .
IV. FLOQUET STATES AND LOCALIZATION
IN THE HILBERT SPACE
Here we look closer at the eigenstates and their local-
ization properties in the Hilbert space. We have already
shown in Sec. III that the expectation value of Vˆ over
the Floquet states |φα〉 is characterized by a very large
distribution in the MBDL phase. Here, instead we study
what are the consequences of MBDL on the structure of
each Floquet state. In particular, we will show that the
Floquet states are confined in subsectors of the Hilbert
space quasi-degenerate in the undriven energy Vˆ (local-
ization across quasi-degenerate multiplet subspaces). At
the same time, Floquet states are largely delocalized in-
side these Hilbert space subsectors.
In order to disentangle the localization across quasi-
degenerate subspaces from other properties of a Floquet
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FIG. 9. Rescaled half-chain entropy SL/2(t)/L as a function
of t/τL in a clean dynamically localized case (J = 0.01). The
entropy increases linearly up to a time ∼ trev/2. Calculations
performed using tDMRG and open boundary conditions.
state, we define the undriven-energy fluctuation
δVα ≡
(〈
φα
∣∣∣ Vˆ 2 ∣∣∣φα〉− 〈φα ∣∣∣ Vˆ ∣∣∣φα〉2)1/2 . (14)
We focus on the two limiting cases, deep in the MBDL
and thermalizing phase. The distributions of δVα are re-
ported in Fig. 11. In both cases the distributions appear
to be rather peaked, however the typical δVα in the er-
godic phase is much larger than the typical δVα in the
MBDL phase. The difference in the structure of the Flo-
quet states is graphically well captured in the δVα versus
Vα plots of Fig. 12. In the ergodic case both Vα and
δVα have a quite narrow distribution around the T =∞
ETH values, consistently with typicality (Fig. 12, lower
panel). On the opposite, in the MBDL case (Fig. 12,
upper panel) δVα remains small and the range of Vα is
large. [56] (The small δVα value in the MBDL phase was
already to be expected from Fig. 2.) In particular, the
values of Vα are arranged in quasi-degenerate multiplets.
The small-amplitude kicking induces mixing inside the
degenerate subspaces of Vˆ but not across the subspaces
(at least for the sizes we can consider). In the MBDL
case the Vα gather around certain values, that at these
system sizes are close to the unperturbed eigenvalues of
Vˆ . However, we are honestly unable to tell if this clus-
tering is a finite-size effect and at larger system sizes the
Vα distribution will be still broad but smooth over the
real axis.
To better understand this point, we have performed a
scaling analysis on the width of the states δVα in the two
phases. We have focused on the average value of δV 2α
over all Floquet states: 〈δV 2〉. Both in the MBDL and
ergodic phases we find a linear scaling with the system
size, 〈δV 2〉 ∝ L. We show this scaling in Fig. 13 and we
see that the energy width of a Floquet state in the MBDL
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FIG. 10. (Upper panel) When a strong enough disorder is
added, the half-chain entropy SL/2(t) increases much more
slowly, in a way compatible with a logarithmic growth, as
characteristic of the MBL phase. (Lower panel) In the MBL
phase, also the energy absorption is hindered; we see that (t)
[Eq. (7)] attains a condition where it oscillates around a value
much smaller than 1. The errorbars both in SL/2(t) and (t)
are evaluated as root mean square fluctuations over the Nrand
disorder realizations. (Other numerical parameters L = 20,
Nreal = 50, J = 0.08, W = 5. Calculations performed using
tDMRG and open boundary conditions.)
phase is smaller than its counterpart in the ergodic phase
by at least two orders of magnitude.
Before discussing the physical meaning of this differ-
ence of order of magnitude, let us focus on the linear form
of the scaling with L of 〈δV 2〉. This linear form was to
be expected in both phases. Indeed, imagine taking two
chains (A and B) of length L without any interaction
between them. The eigenstates of the two-chains system
will just be a product of two Floquet states on the two
subsystems |Φαβ〉AB = |φα〉A ⊗ |φβ〉B . So the variance
of Vˆ over |Φαβ〉,
〈
Φαβ
∣∣∣ Vˆ 2 ∣∣∣Φαβ〉 − 〈Φαβ ∣∣∣ Vˆ ∣∣∣Φαβ〉2,
can be computed to be δV 2α + δV
2
β . So on average
〈δV 2〉2L = 2〈δV 2〉L if there is no interaction between
FIG. 11. Distribution of δVα for different values of J and
L = 10. Notice that the in the ergodic case the distribution
is peaked at a value much greater than in the MBDL case.
the two chains. If we now connect the two chains, we
might expect that this further interaction, if anything,
will spread the Floquet states even more in energy, so
when we have interaction 〈δV 2〉2L & 2〈δV 2〉L. In the
MBDL phase, this interaction seems not to spread the
Floquet states further, thus 〈δV 2〉2L = 2〈δV 2〉L and we
have a linear behaviour. For what concerns the ergodic
phase, the linear scaling of δV 2 can instead be under-
stood by assuming (as we checked in the lower panel of
Fig. 12) that it can be computed directly in the T = ∞
ensemble δV 2α '
(
V 2
)
T=∞ − (VT=∞)2. This last quan-
tity, as customary with fluctuations in thermal ensem-
bles, scales proportionally to L.
In conclusion, there is a regime where Floquet states
are very narrow in energy and this corresponds to many-
body dynamical localization. In the MBDL phase the
Floquet states are localized across quasi-degenerate en-
ergy subspaces, at variance with the ergodic phase, where
〈δV 2〉 is two orders of magnitude larger. Let us focus on
the MBDL regime, in order to better understand here the
localization properties of the Floquet states. We claim
that they are localized across energy multiplet subspaces
but at the same time they are substantially delocalized
inside these subspaces. Delocalization can occur inside
the degenerate eigenspaces of Vˆ which are highly dimen-
sional objects (given a string of occupation n, each of its
permutations will yield the same value of V ).
These eigenspaces are of course altered by the pres-
ence of the driving and, in order to discuss the ques-
tion in a rigorous way, we need to estimate their di-
mension. For that purpose, we start introducing the en-
ergy distribution of a Floquet state |φα〉. We define this
distribution as the set of coefficients pαv = 〈φα|Πˆv|φα〉,
with Πˆv being the projector on the eigenspace of Vˆ with
eigenvalue v. For each Floquet state |φα〉 we define
the minimum possible IPR achievable by a normalized
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FIG. 12. δVα versus Vα for all the Floquet states |φα〉. Notice
the difference between the dynamically localized regime (up-
per panel) and the thermalizing regime where ETH is fully
developed (lower panel). Numerical parameters: L = 10.
state |ψ〉 which shares the same energy distribution of
|φα〉 (〈ψ|Πˆv|ψ〉 = pαv ∀v). We dub this last quantity
IPRdeloc, which is more explicitly given by
IPRαdeloc =
∑
v
pαv
dim
[
Ker
(
Vˆ − v
)] . (15)
This quantity is an estimate for the inverse of the effective
dimension of the Hilbert space available to |φα〉.
In order to understand the delocalization properties
of the Floquet states we compare their IPR [IPRα de-
fined in Eq. (9)] and the inverse of the effective Hilbert
space dimension given by the corresponding IPRαdeloc. In
Fig. 14 we report the joint distribution of IPRα and
IPRαdeloc in the MBDL phase. We note that IPR dis-
tributions are quite large. In particular, there are many
eigenstates with small IPR that would seem to be delo-
calized. Furthermore, there seems to be a correlation be-
tween IPRαdeloc and the IPRα (smaller values of IPR
α
deloc
allow smaller values of IPRα), suggesting that Floquet
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FIG. 13. Scaling of 〈δV 2〉 with L for different J values. The
lower panel is a zoom in on the lower J values. It appear that
in both cases 〈δV 2〉 ∝ L.
states are mainly delocalized in the Hilbert space region
available to them.
In order to obtain a more quantitative understand-
ing of this delocalization, we focus on a set of Floquet
states taken from a narrow Vα window (corresponding to
one of the quasi-degenerate subspaces of Vˆ introduced
above), so that we can expect them to have similar en-
ergy constraints. We study how both the IPR and the
IPRdeloc decrease as the system size is increased. In fact,
if the states are delocalized, we would expect a scaling
IPR ∼ IPRdeloc, while if they are perfectly localized we
might expect that the IPR will not scale at all as IPRdeloc
will decrease. To perform this study, we have restricted
ourselves to states with few excitations, which we can
study up to L = 14 employing a truncation scheme with
∆T = 3. Namely we will focus on two sets, selected re-
quiring that Vα ' 1 and Vα ' 2 respectively (highlighted
in Fig. 14). We show in Fig. 15 that, within a given set,
the logarithmic average of the IPR of these states scales
as a power law with the logarithmic average of IPRdeloc.
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FIG. 14. IPRα versus IPR
α
deloc for the different eigenstates
|φα〉. We can notice a quite strong correlation between
IPRαdeloc and IPRα. The states with Vα ' 1 and Vα ' 2
are further denoted by a red circle and a yellow triangle, re-
spectively. (Numerical parameters: L = 10, J = 0.03.)
More precisely, it appears that the scaling behavior is
compatible with 〈log (IPRα)〉 = γ + β〈log (IPRαdeloc)〉
with 0 < β < 1 and the angular brackets denote the av-
erage over the set. A positive scaling exponent β signals
that Floquet states are indeed delocalized in the portion
of Hilbert they can access (roughly, the Vˆ degenerate
eigenspace they participate in).
Delocalization inside the Vˆ eigenspaces signals that ex-
citations, while being localized in energy space, are delo-
calized in physical space and can travel along the chain.
So, from one side there is energy localization connected
to dynamical localization and from the other side there
is spatial delocalization due to mixing of the Fock states
inside the same Vˆ multiplet eigenspace. This is again in
stark contrast both with thermalizing systems and MBL
ones. Delocalization in space provides a framework for
explaining the linear increase of the entanglement en-
tropy. Indeed, in clean integrable cases, this linear in-
crease is intimately connected to the delocalization in
space and to the ballistic propagation of excitations [27].
From the other side, localization in energy space explains
why the dynamics does not explore all the Hilbert space,
ergodicity is broken and the energy absorption is hin-
dered.
V. COMPARISON WITH TRUNCATED
WIGNER APPROXIMATION
Before concluding we would like to show a crucial
point, that the many-body dynamical localization we are
witnessing is a true quantum effect with no classical coun-
terpart, exactly as the other forms of dynamical local-
ization described in the literature [20–22]. In order to
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FIG. 15. Average log IPR against the average degeneracy
log IPRdeloc defined in text. In the upper (lower) panel
averages are performed over Floquet states with Vα = 1
(Vα = 2). In both cases a power law behaviour 〈log IPR〉 ∼
γ + β〈log IPRdeloc〉 can be recognised. An errorbar on each
point denotes the standard deviation of logIPR over the mul-
tiplet subspace.
do that, we will show that dynamical localization disap-
pears when the truncated Wigner approximation (TWA)
is used to break quantum coherence. This approximation
has been described in great detail in Ref. [54] and the un-
derlying idea is to work in classical phase space employing
Wigner quasi-distributions and Weyl symbols of opera-
tors. We are going to explain all the technical details in
Appendix C, here we just remark that this approxima-
tion amounts to put to zero the commutator between the
operator nˆj and the operator ϕˆj defined as aˆj =
√
nˆeiϕˆj .
Because this commutator is actually −i, this is a classi-
cal approximation and amounts to break (after a small
transient) quantum coherence in the evolution of the sys-
tem. We report in Fig. 16 the time evolution from the
uniform state obtained both through the TWA and ex-
act diagonalization. In the exact quantum dynamics the
energy absorbed reaches its asymptotic value after the
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FIG. 16. Panel (a): for L = 5 and J = 0.1 the time evolution
in the TWA and the exact one (ED) are compared. Panel (b):
The time evolution for L = 5 and various J . In both panels
ν = 1.
first few kicks, but then it stops growing in time, while
oscillating around its equilibrium value. On the oppo-
site, the TWA dynamics is completely different. Also
here, in the first few kicks the system absorbs the same
amount of energy as in the quantum dynamics. However
at larger times, the energy starts growing diffusively, i. e.
V (t)/L = Dt+ const., until at much greater times it will
eventually reach the T =∞ thermal value.
To be sure that the dynamics is diffusive also at very
small J , we have fitted V (t) linearly for various J and L
in the interval 104 < t/τ < 3 · 104 (technical details on
how to estimate the error are reported in Appendix C. We
have thus estimated D for various J and L (Fig. 17). For
L ≥ 5, D exhibits only a weak dependence on L. Instead,
for what concerns the J dependence, D roughly scales
as a power law and most importantly always remains
positive, signalling a thermal behaviour of the system.
In conclusion the many-body dynamical localization
we find is a genuine quantum effect without any classical
counterpart. Classically the system always heats up to
infinite temperature (as appropriate for a non-linear non-
conservative many-body Hamiltonian system [16]).
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FIG. 17. The diffusion coefficient D, while being almost in-
dependent from L, scales roughly as a power law with J .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have found clear evidences that a kicked Bose-
Hubbard model can show dynamical localization in the
limit of large size (many-body dynamical localization).
In this MBDL phase the local observables of the system
do not thermalize to T =∞, also in the limit of large sys-
tem size. We have seen this fact studying the evolution
of the static interacting part of the Hamiltonian Vˆ . The
MBDL phase involves all the spectrum and all the Flo-
quet states violate ETH. We have shown this property by
studying the distribution of the Floquet expectations of
Vˆ . In the MBDL phase the distribution remained large,
marking the absence of ETH and the related local equiv-
alence of the Floquet states (typicality).
In the MBDL phase the overlap with the initial state is
very close to one and shows finite-size revivals at a time
linearly scaling with the system size. On the opposite, in
the ETH phase it decayed to values exponentially small in
the system size and did not show revivals. In the former
case, the overlap behaviour corresponds to localization
in the Hilbert space, while in the second to complete
delocalization.
Looking at the entanglement entropy distribution of
the Floquet states, we have seen that the average obeys a
volume law both in the MBDL case and in the ETH case.
On the opposite, the fluctuations over the distribution
are linear in the system size in the former regular case,
while they decay to zero exponentially fast in the latter
thermalizing one (consistently with the ETH typicality).
In the MBDL phase this gives rise to a time behaviour
of the entanglement entropy of the following form. It
increases linearly in time saturating to a value showing a
volume-law scaling, much smaller than the thermal one.
This linear increase in time is very similar to integrable
systems but very different from MBL, where the increase
in time is logarithmic.
Further insight can be gained by looking at the local-
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ization properties of the Floquet states. In the MBDL
phase these states are delocalized inside the Vˆ quasi-
degenerate multiplet subspaces hybridized by the driv-
ing. So, there is delocalization in sectors of the Hilbert
space. This allows to interpret from one side the over-
lap near to one (the dynamics is localized to a subregion
of the Hilbert space), and from the other side the lin-
ear increase in time of the entanglement entropy. This
behaviour is indeed consistent with the ballistic propa-
gation of excitations delocalized in space, which corre-
sponds to delocalization inside the multiplet subspaces.
Being the dynamics localized across the quasi-degenerate
subspaces of Vˆ allows also to understand why the increase
of V (t) is hindered.
We have compared with the classical case (studied
through TWA) and we have seen that classically the sys-
tem always thermalizes to T = ∞. Ergodicity breaking
is indeed a purely quantum phenomenon, as appropriate
for dynamical localization.
We think it would be important to reach a better un-
derstanding of the MBDL phase and of the fact that there
the dynamics is very similar to integrable cases, in terms
of local observables and behaviour of the entanglement
entropy. Probably, it is possible to construct an exten-
sive set of integrals of motion (as done in [55]) and this
is a possible theme of future research. Another direction
is the study of how long-range hopping can alter the reg-
ularity/ergodicity properties of the dynamics. From an
experimental point of view, the phenomena we theoret-
ically discuss in this work can be observed through the
methods of the Harvard group [31, 32].
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Appendix A: Hilbert-space symmetrization
In order to reduce the dimension of the Hilbert space,
we exploit two symmetries of the model. We recall that
the system is indeed invariant under two classes of trans-
formations:
• translations of 1 site, i. e. a relabelling of the sites
j 7→ j + 1 (modL);
• parity, i. e. a relabelling j 7→ L− j + 1.
and, of course, also their compositions.
These symmetries are represented in the Hilbert space
of the system through two operators Tˆ and Pˆ respec-
tively. Since
[
Tˆ , Pˆ
]
= 0, we can work in a basis of
eigenstates of both operators. Their eigenvalues will be
respectively
• T = exp i2pik/L, where k, the total momentum, is
an integer in the interval [−(L−1)/2, (L−1)/2] for
odd L;
• P = ±1.
The restriction on the possible eigenvalue is due to the
constraint TˆL = Pˆ 2 = 1
Since the transformations under study are symmetries
of the Hamiltonian at every time, it will also be that
[UˆF , Tˆ ] = [UˆF , Pˆ ] = 0. Thus every Floquet states can be
chosen to be also an eigenstate of Tˆ and Pˆ . Since we are
mainly interested in the dynamics starting from the uni-
form state, we will concern ourselves with the k = 0 and
P = +1 sector, which is the Hilbert space symmetrized
w.r.t. translations and parity. In this appendix we aim
to explain the obvious observations and lengthy case sub-
division which we implemented in the code to construct
first of all the symmetrized Hilbert space and then to
calculate the hopping matrix elements in this basis.
First of all, we can notice that given any occupation
string n, we can associate to it an element in the sym-
metrized Hilbert space
|n˜〉 = 1√
p(n)t(n)
p(n)−1∑
a=0
t(n)−1∑
b=0
Tˆ aPˆ b |n〉 (A1)
where p(n) and t(n) denotes the periodicity of the string
n w.r.t translations and parity respectively. In the fol-
lowing derivations it will be sometime useful to re-express
|n˜〉 =
√
p(n)t(n)
2L
L−1∑
a=0
1∑
b=0
Tˆ aPˆ b |n〉 (A2)
Using this observation it is very simple to implement an
algorithm which build the symmetrized Hilbert space,
while saving in the memory, for each state |n˜〉
• one occupation string n which can generate the
state through Eq. (A1),
• the translation period t(n),
• the parity period p(n).
we will refer to the dimension of the symmetrized space
as dimHS ' dimH/2L.
In order to calculate the matrix elements of Vˆ , we can
easily notice that it will be diagonal also in the |n˜〉 basis
and Vˆ |n˜〉 = V (n) |n˜〉, with n being any of the occupa-
tion string which generates |n˜〉.
For what concerns the matrix elements of Kˆ in this ba-
sis, it is a bit more cumbersome to work them out. One
approach could be to store in memory also the unsym-
metrized Hilbert space and the operator K represented
in the unsymmetrized basis. Defining then the matrix Π
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FIG. 18. δVα versus Vα for all the Floquet states |φα〉 for
some value of J that is intermediate between the MBDL and
ergodic phase. Numerical parameters: L = 10.
of dimension ˜dimHS × dimHS , with elements
Πn˜,n′ = 〈n|n˜〉 ={
1√
p(n)t(n)
if n is a particular configuration of |n˜〉
0 otherwise
(A3)
the matrix represented in the symmetrized basis is then
given by
K˜ = ΠKΠ† . (A4)
Appendix B: Two-states hybridization
In this section we study what happens at values of J
intermediate between the deep MBDL phase and the er-
godic one. In particular, we choose the value of J = 0.05
which in Fig. 2 appears to be the larger one consistent
with dynamical localization. The joint distribution of
Vα and δVα is reported in Fig. 18. A very simple two-
states-hybridization model which allows to explain the
fact that Floquet states are distributed along arcs. In-
deed, the Floquet states |φα〉 along the arcs can be in-
terpreted as an hybridization between two states |ψ1,2〉
which are eigenstates of Vˆ , Vˆ |ψ1,2〉 = V1,2 |ψ1,2〉. In fact,
if |φα〉 = γ |ψ1〉+ β |ψ2〉, it is easy to show that
〈δV 〉φα = V1 + (V2 − V1)
√
|γ|2 (1− |γ|2) . (B1)
This simple model describes the arcs quite well, as we
show in Fig. 19. This sequence of arcs might be micro-
scopically explained by the activation of inelastic scat-
tering processes where two sites with occupations n = 2
and n = 3 end up having occupation numbers n = 5 and
n = 0.
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FIG. 19. The same arcs of the central panel of Fig. 11 can
be described as a hybridization of two eigenstates of Vˆ with
different eigenvalue. In fact, the arcs match very well the
prediction in Eq. (B1).
Appendix C: The truncated Wigner approximation
for the kicked Bose-Hubbard model
In this appendix we describe the application of the
TWA [54] to our kicked Bose-Hubbard model. A conve-
nient semi-classical phase space for the bosonic modes on
each site is given through coherent states
|ψ〉 = exp
(
ψ · aˆ†
)
|0〉 (C1)
where aˆ† = (aˆ1, aˆ2, · · · , aˆL) and ψ ∈ CL. It is thus pos-
sible to define the Wigner quasi-distribution in ψ space
associated to a density matrix ρˆ as
W (ψ) =
1
2L
∫
dηdη∗
〈
ψ − η
2
∣∣∣ ρˆ ∣∣∣ψ + η
2
〉
e−|ψ|
2− |η|24 e
1
2 (η
∗ψ−ηψ∗) .
(C2)
through the Wigner quasi-distribution it is indeed possi-
ble to compute the expectation value of an operator Oˆ
on a given state, simply by
Tr
(
ρˆOˆ
)
=
∫
dψdψ∗W (ψ)OW (ψ) (C3)
where OW is the Weyl symbol of Oˆ defined as
OW (ψ) =
1
2L
∫
dηdη∗
〈
ψ − η
2
∣∣∣ Oˆ ∣∣∣ψ + η
2
〉
e−|ψ|
2− |η|24 e
1
2 (η
∗ψ−ηψ∗) .
(C4)
The way of computing the averages justifies the interpre-
tation of W as a distribution function in real space [? ].
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TABLE II. Weyl symbols of the most relevant operators for
the kicked Bose-Hubbard model. We add (see last line) that
the Weyl symbol the product of two operators acting on dif-
ferent sites is the product of the Weyl operators.
Oˆ OW (ψ)
aˆj ψj
aˆ†j ψ
∗
j
nˆj |ψj |2 − 1/2
nˆj(nˆj − 1) |ψj |4 − 2|ψj |2 + 1/2
AˆjBˆj′ , j 6= j′ AW (ψ)BW (ψ)
The TWA amounts to initialize the system in the quan-
tum Wigner distribution corresponding to the given ini-
tial state and make evolve the variables ψ in the phase
space with a classical effective Hamiltonian which is the
lowest order in an expansion in ~ [54]. More precisely,
the expectations of the observables in this approxima-
tion scheme are computed as
〈Oˆ(t)〉 =
∫
dψ0W (ψ0)OW
(
ψcl(t)|ψ(0)=ψ0
)
(C5)
where ψ(t) satisfies the equation (denoting with HW the
Weyl symbol of the Hamiltonian)
i
d
dt
ψj =
∂
∂ψ∗j
HW (t) (C6)
For reader’s convenience we report in Table II the Weyl
symbols useful to construct HW (t) in our case.
Since the on-site repulsion term and the hopping term
are never present at the same time in the Hamiltonian,
it is straightforward to integrate Eq. (C6). Between two
subsequent kicks we have (up to a global phase)
ψj
(
(m+ 1)τ−
)
= ψj
(
mτ+
)
exp
(
iUτψj
∣∣ψj(mτ+)∣∣2)
(C7)
while the evolution given by the kick can be expressed
in terms of a propagator G(j − j′) which can be easily
obtained exploiting translation invariance and applying
the Fourier transform to the variables ψj
ψj
(
mτ+
)
=
∑
j′
G(j − j′)ψj′
(
mτ−
)
with
G(j − j′) = 1
L
∑
k
e2pii
k(j−j′)
L exp
(
−2iJ cos 2pik
L
)
.
(C8)
Quite nicely, in the limit L → ∞ we can express the
propagator as
G(j − j′) = (−i)|j−j′|J|j−j′|(2J) , (C9)
where Jn(2J) are the cylindrical Bessel functions of order
n ≥ 0.
For what concerns the Wigner distribution of the uni-
form state, it is simply given by the product W (ψ) =∏
jWν(ψj) where Wν(ψj) is the Wigner function of the
ν-th number eigenstate of a bosonic mode and can be
expressed in terms of Laguerre polynomial Ln as (see for
example [57])
Wν(ψ) =
2
pi
(−1)νLν(4|ψ|2) exp(−2|ψ|2) . (C10)
The numerical implementation of the method depicted
above is quite straightforward via Montecarlo, apart from
one point. If the Wigner function were a positive func-
tion, we could generate a random ψ with a probability
distribution given by W (ψ), then evolve ψ in time, while
keeping trace of the observables of interest OW (ψ(t)).
The average over the various ψ would then correspond
exactly to the expression C5. The subtle question is how
to deal with the non-positive definite Wigner function in
Eq. (C10). Fixing the number of samples, the approach
that minimizes the error is the following. We can rewrite
Eq. (C5) as follows
〈Oˆ(t)〉 =
Zν
∫
dψ0
|W (ψ0)|
Zν
sign (W (ψ0))OW
(
ψcl(t)|ψ(0)=ψ0
)
(C11)
where Zν =
[∫
d2ψ|Wν(ψ)|
]L
is just a normalization fac-
tor. We will thus employ |W (ψ0)| /Zν as a probability
measure, while sampling the factor on the right. Finally
we can evaluate Zν by straightforward numerical integra-
tion.
In order to generate a randomψ according to the above
probability, we employ a Markov-chain Montecarlo [58]
to determine each |ψj |. In order to do so, we start the
Markov chain with |ψ| = 0. Then at each step of the
chain we select randomly a j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L and a δψ
uniformly distributed in the interval [−∆,∆] with ∆ =
O(1). So we propose the substitution |ψj | → |ψj | + δψ.
If |ψj | + δψ < 0 the proposal is immediately rejected,
otherwise the acceptance probability is calculated
Pacc =
∣∣∣∣Wν(|ψj |+ δψ)(|ψj |+ δψ)Wν(|ψj |)|ψj |
∣∣∣∣ . (C12)
The move is then accepted with probability Pacc, where it
is intended that if Pacc > 1 the move is always accepted.
Applying the detailed balance principle, it is straightfor-
ward to show that the described Markov chain generates
the desired distribution
∏
j |ψj |W (|ψj |). Finally, before
calculating the time evolution starting from ψ, we mul-
tiply each |ψj | by a random phase.
When we evaluate the diffusion coefficient D (see
Fig. 17) we must correctly estimate the error. In or-
der to do that, we must take into account the correlation
between the energy at time t with the energies at nearby
times. For this reason we have employed a jackknife re-
sampling technique [59]. So, we remove one Montecarlo
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(say the j-th one) sample and we fit the means of the re-
maining data linearly, obtaining in this way an estimate
Dj for the diffusion constant. This procedure is repeated
varying j over all the N samples. The jackknife estimate
on the error of D is then given by
δD =
√N − 1
√√√√√ 1N ∑
j
D2j −
 1
N
∑
j
Dj
2 . (C13)
This procedure is important since the error evaluated di-
rectly from the fitting procedure would be some order of
magnitudes smaller.
Appendix D: An excited initial state
Here we consider as initial state |ψ02(0)〉, the fully
symmetrized version of |n1 = 2〉 ⊗ |n2 = 0〉 ⊗ |n3 = 2〉 ⊗
. . . ⊗ |nL−1 = 2〉 ⊗ |nL = 1〉. This state has a finite ini-
tial excitation-energy density with respect to the ground
initial state with all nj = 1. Nevertheless, if we initialize
the dynamics with this excited state, we see the same
evidences of a transition from thermalization to MBDL
as we saw for the uniform state. In particular, Fig. 20 is
the equivalent of Fig. 1, Fig. ?? the equivalent of Fig. 5,
and Fig. 22 the equivalent of the upper panel of Fig. 4.
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